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Materials from BSM searches
• Efficiencies, cut flow tables, standalone code, 
- are code snippets useful? Should we be doing more of this?

• Background predictions (+ correlation matrices)
- can build simplified likelihood
• these are not always an accurate representation, especially in the tails of distributions... 

• Fake rates?
- fake rates typically are relevant for backgrounds and covered by previous bullet
- however, signals can also have significant “fake” 

• What about the truth level information for BSM searches?

• In multidimensional interpretation, release significance plots
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Are we handling this for MVA-based 
analyses well enough?



Get creative …
• We had a lot of new ideas proposed by Bogdan
- instead of have many resonance searches target multiboson searches check non-resonant 

searches, like SUSY searches 

• multi-lepton SUSY searches have many clean signal regions
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Control regions
• In many searches, control regions don’t significant signal contamination

• Sometimes this gets tricky: 
 
 
“One man’s onion is another  
man’s plum”

• Can we make control regions  
public without repercussions? 
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See J. Collins talk



Control regions
• Some taggers aren’t very efficient — could mean there is a lot of signal in 

your control region
• Some mixed signals might populate control regions
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Broadly applicable (sensitive)
• Especially in SUSY, there is a split in paradigm 

in CMS and ATLAS

• Many search bins are more optimal, but harder 
for reinterpretations
- lots of progress over the last year to fix this.  Is 

it enough?

• I think we have seen a success story in  
Angelo’s talk … hopefully others will follow  
suite?
- this focused mostly on the region where the simplified  

likelihood is expected to be well-behaved
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Recasting SUSY searches example…
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